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1. Project overview
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• Sequence analysis is a recent methodological approach (introduced by Abbott, in the
1990s) aimed at analysing categorical sequences representing life trajectories or carreers
• Aims of sequence analysis
• holistic perspective (whole sequences as a meaningfull unit)
• finding typical and atypical patterns in life courses (building typologies)
• studying variables that influcence these patterns
• studying the influence that these patterns have on other variables

• Classical approach with Optimal Matching
• pairwise distance matrix used as input to a clustering procedure to produce a typology
• SA with Optimal Matching is essentially an exploratory approach
• problems with underlying assumptions of Optimal Matching (and with setting
parameters)
• Thesis project
• developping methods combining a more model oriented approach and existing data
mining approach, based on Variable Length Markov chains (VLMC)
• application oriented articles showing insights that the new methods can bring to the
analysis of demographic and sociological life trajectories

2. Variable length Markov chains and probabilistic suffix trees

• Markovian framework: a sequence x is the result of a stochastic process. Its likelihood can
be written with a series of conditional probabilities (chain rule)

• Developping sequence analysis methods based on VLMC
• freely available R library: http://rforge.rproject.org/projects/pst/ including a series of
tools for sequence analysis with VLMC
• allowing to model weighted sequence data sets, including missing values
• allowing to model non stationary processes

• Markov chains: the past is summarized by a fixed amount of past states (order of the chain)
=> modelling complex sequences with high order dependencies is difficult
• Variable length Markov chains (VLMC): the memory (order) varies according to each
context => allows to model high order dependies while keeping the model parsimonious

• Applications of VLMC
• modelling of the process that generates the sequences
• discovering typical patterns and outliers, pattern mining
• studying influence of covariates on patterns by comparing several VLMC models learned
on subgroups of the population (detecting vulnerability in life courses)

3. Example application: Self rated health sequences

4. Example application: Transition from school to work

• Followup survey during 72 months in Northern Ireland, starting at the end of the
compulsory school  712 sequences (with case weights)

• Swiss household Panel  Waves 111 (19992009)
• Question for measuring self rated health: How do you feel right now ?
• 2612 sequences (longitudinal case weights)  data contains missing values

Learning and exploring the model
• The VLMC model is stored in a Probabilistic Suffix Tree (figure below) which represents the
process generating the sequences
• High order statistical dependencies in the sequences (up to order 7)
• Cumulative processes:
• cumulating good health increases the probability of being in good heath
• cumulating poor health increases the probability of being in poor heath
• "memory" of past spells of poor health

Extracting typical sequences and outliers
• Typical sequences have a high probability as predicted by the model
• Patterns having a low likelihood may correspond to health vulnerability

The National Centres of Competence in Research (NCCR)
are a research instrument of the Swiss National Science

Learning a non stationary model
• The process of transition from school to work is non stationary = transition probabilties
between states change over time, e.g. transition p(higher educ.|school) increases at some
particular points of the follow up (see probabilistic suffix tree below)

Learning separate models for subgroups of the population
• Assessing influence of covariates on the patterns: results gained at the end of compulsory
education (general certificate of secondary education)
• Most likely (typical) sequences are:
• further education>higher education for the individuals who gained the best results
• school/training>employment for the group with poorer results
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